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This study addresses the yearly load movement evaluation and forecasting based on the 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). A called Eigenload model for describing the annual load 
movement by employing PCA is introduced. Principal orthogonal eigenvectors of covariance 
matrix of the load data called “Eigenloads” are used to build subspace for the load movement 
evaluation. Each load movement is projected onto subspace of the eigenspace and described by a 
linear combination of the “Eigenloads”. Incorporated with the polynomial curve fitting
algorithm to estimate its subsequent representation weights with respect to the “Eigenloads”
generated by previous load movements, the Eigenload model is extended to forecasting 
subsequent movement of the load demand. The proposed method is applied to experiments of 
annual load demand evaluation for State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and its five branches 
in 2004-2006, and forecasting for their annual load demands in 2007. Experimental results
agreeing well with their actual load demands show workability of the proposed model. Result 
analysis indicates that the Eigenload model is outperforming the classical autoregressive (AR) 
model on the forecast tasks.  

Keywords: Principal Component Analysis; Load Movement; Eigenload Model; Evaluation and 
Forecasting.  

 
1. Introduction 
 

The load demand forecasting has a significant effect on both economy of operations and 
control of power systems [1-3]. It is shown that [2, 4] the reduction in the average forecast 
error can save cost. We may regard the load movement as a random non-stationary process 
comprising a wide variety of individual components. A number of factors may influence 
the load movement, which may be categorized as [1-3, 5-7]: time, season and climatic 
factors, economic factors and random effects.  

A wide variety of methodologies and techniques [8-16] have been used for the load 
forecasting with varied degrees of success, which can be grouped as two main categories 
[3]: one is methods and models belonging to a more classical approach by applying 
concepts from time-series and regression analysis such as the 3 classical models called the 
autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA) and ARMA, the other is methods following the 
emerging technology of artificial and computational intelligence. The authors of [2] in 
2002,ever prospected that new hopes in this direction of load forecast research would be 
provided by the new methods based on fuzzy logic, expert systems, genetic algorithms and 
artificial neural networks (ANN). Until now, a great deal of attention has been given to 
ANN and it has been reported fairly good performances for its nonlinear learning 
capability. Besides its computational burden, two major risks called under-fitting and over-
fitting regarding the possibilities of less or excessive training data approximation still exist 
in employing ANN models, which increase the errors of out-of-sample forecasting. The 
authors of [3] in 2009 remarked that to select a proper model is one of the first decisions to 
be made. However, it is a problem &situation dependent consideration. The authors of [3] 
then indicated that no general recommendations could be recommended. The load forecast 
may be characterized by so various factors [6, 7] including not only the power system itself 
but also social-economic and climatic factors. Existing one method or model can meet all 
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requirements seems to be inadequate. Hybrid methods by combining two or more of these 
techniques seems to be one direction, and methods following the iterative reweighted least-
squares and adaptive load forecasting are also considerably less emphasized [2]. 
Incorporated with the polynomial curve fitting algorithm, in this study, a PCA-based called 
Eigenload model is presented for the yearly electric load movement evaluation and forecast.  

The PCA (principal component analysis) technology [17] thinks of an object as being 
described by a weighted combination of some principal (“basis”) components, while try to 
keep information losses as little as possible in the mean-square sense. In the PCA, data 
structure is decomposed into orthogonal components that the most effective structure may 
be discovered in low dimensions. A regression method with PCA of the daily demand 
profiles is intruded in [18-19], where PCA is employed to capture the intra-day variation in 
the electric demand [18-19]. In [25], we introduce an Eigen-temperature model for 
describing the annual air temperature movement by employing PCA. It is shown in [25] 
that the annual temperature movement can be well evaluated (reconstructed) by a linear 
combination of its few principal orthogonal eigenvectors called “Eigen-temperatures”. 
Since the air temperature movement is the most important weather influence on the load 
movement, in this study, we try to employ the PCA technique in creating eigenvectors and 
using them for the yearly electric load movement evaluation and forecast incorporated with 
the polynomial curve fitting algorithm, and apply it to State Grid Corporation of China 
(SG) and its five branches.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it describes the principal component 
analysis (PCA). In Section 3, an Eigenload model for the load movement evaluation and 
forecasting is presented. Principal orthogonal eigenvectors of covariance matrix of the load 
data are selected to generate the subspace for evaluation and forecasting. The principal 
orthogonal eigenvectors are called “Eigenloads”, because they are eigenvectors in the 
eigenspace and each load movement is described in this basis. In Section4, the proposed 
method is applied to experiments including load demand evaluation for SG and its five 
branches in 2004-2006, and forecasting of their annual load demands in 2007. Section 5 
depicts result analysis and discussion. Section 6 lists concluding remarks and future study. 
 
2.  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
 
The KLT (Karhunen-Loève transform) or PCA [17] is an important orthogonal linear 
transformation, in which the data is transformed to a new coordinate system. It is one of the 
most popular methods for feature generation and dimensionality reduction in data analysis 
and pattern classification [17, 20-23]. By means of data compression basics, the PCA 
technology [17] can reduce data-dimension. The reduction in dimensions can remove the 
less useful information and the most effective structure of data structure may be discovered 
in low dimensions [17]. 
Given a set of l (l>1) measurement vectors: 1 2( , ,.., )N l l× =X x x x , its PCA is presented 
as follows [25]:  

1 2( , ,.., )N l l× =X = X x x x  And 
1

1 l

i
il =

= ∑Ψ x            (1) 

Where 1 1 2( , ,..., )T
N Nψ ψ ψ×Ψ =  is the average vector of X. 

Compute Y by the linear transformation using an orthogonal basis: 1( )T− =A A A , 

1 2( ) ( ( , ,.., ))T
N l N l l× ×= =Y A X - Y y y yΨ        (2) 

Where yi , yj are columns (column vectors) of Y . 
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Define correlation matrix  RY and covariance matrix  CX, 
( )( )T

Y E E⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= = =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
T T T

XR YY A X - X - A A C AΨ Ψ             (3) 
If ( )= 1 2 NA a ,a , ...,a is selected so that its columns (vectors) ai are the orthogonal 
eigenvectors of CX, we have, 

TE ⎡ ⎤= = =⎣ ⎦
T

y XR YY A C A Λ                  (4) 
Where Λ is diagonal with elements the respective eigenvalues λi of CX . 
Due to the orthogonality of A, we get, 

1( ) ( )T −= = =→TY A X - X A Y + AY +Ψ Ψ Ψ            (5) 
That is,   

1

( )  + ( 1,..., )
N

j i ij
i

y j l
=

= = → = + =∑Ψ Ψ1 2 lX x , x , .., x AY x a       (6) 

Where yij  are matrix elements of Y in No.i row and No.j column  
When choose its principal m eigenvectors ( 1,2,.., )i i m=a of CX to approximate or 

reconstruct X, defined as X̂ , 

1 2 1 2
1 1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ,..., ) ( , , ..., )
m m m

l i i i i i il
i i i

y y y
= = =

= = +∑ ∑ ∑X x x x a a a Ψ      (7) 

The K-L transform minimizes the square error by defining MSE (the mean square error) for 
the matrix X and its approximation X̂  as follows [17]: 

2

1 1

ˆ
N N

T
i i

i m i m

E λ
= + = +

⎡ ⎤ = =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ∑ ∑X iX - X a C a          (8) 

That is, when m principal eigenvectors (that correspond to the m largest eigenvalues of the 
covariance matrix CX ) are chosen, the error (MSE) in Eq.(8) is minimized, which is the sum 
of the N-m smallest eigenvalues 8. 
 
3. Eigenload Model for Annual Load Movement Analysis 
 
In this section, a called “Eigenload” model based on PCA is proposed for the annual load 
movement evaluation and forecasting. 
 

 Eigenload Evaluation Model for the Load Movement 
 
Assume the load movement of N period (normally, set N=12 for the yearly load movement 
that it has 12 months in each year), given a set of l vectors of the annual load 
moments: 1 2( , ,.., )N l l× =X = X x x x , where each vector (time series) xk (1≤k≤ l) of N 
load values denotes one yearly load movement.  

From Eq. (2) that

1 1

2 2

( )

( )
( ) ( )

... ...
( )

T T

T T
T

N l

T T
N N

×

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟= = ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

a a X -Ψ

a a X -Ψ
Y A X -Ψ X -Ψ =

a a X -Ψ

, we have 

= ( ) ( )T T
ik i iy − = −k ka x Ψ x Ψ a  , where yik is scalar quantity.  
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From Eq.(7) that 1 2 1 2
1 1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ,..., ) ( , , ..., )
m m m

l i i i i i il
i i i

y y y
= = =

= = +∑ ∑ ∑X x x x a a a Ψ , we 

have  

1

ˆ
m

i ik
i

y
=

= +∑kx a Ψ        (12) 

It indicates that xk can be evaluated (approximated or reconstructed) by a linear 
combination of the m principal orthogonal eigenvectors ( )1 2 ma ,a , ...,a . The basis 
vectors ( )1 2 ma ,a , ...,a are now referred as the “Eigenloads”, since they are eigenvectors 
and each one load movement xk is described by a linear combination of the basis vectors 
(Eq.(12)), and represented in this basis by a weight vector of Ωk, 

11

2 2

( )

( )
... ...

( )

T
k

T
k

k

T
mk m

y
y

y

⎛ ⎞−⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

k

k

k

a x

a x

a x

Ψ
ΨΩ

Ψ

          (13) 

That is, project each load movement xk onto the eigenspace, we can evaluate it by a linear 
combination (Eq.(12)) of the m principal orthogonal components ( )1 2 ma ,a , ...,a  called 
“Eigenloads” in the eigenspace. Fig.1 illustrates the “Eigenloads” (Eq.(12)) used for 
evaluation of annual load demand (electricity demands, 108 kWh) of State Grid Corporation 
of China (SG) in 2004-2006. 

 
Fig.1:The Eigenload evaluation for annual load demands (electricity demands, 108 kWh) of 

SG in 2004-2006 (m=1). 
 

 Eigenload Forecast Model for the Load Movement 
 
Given a set of l vectors of the annual load moments: 1 2( , ,.., )N l l× =X = X x x x , where 
each vector xk (1≤k≤ l) of N load values is a time-series, and denotes one yearly load 
movement, we now focus on how to forecast its next annual load movement ˆ l+1x  of N 
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monthly (average) load values at the next N coming months. The forecast is of N-step-
length (normally, N=12). 

In Eq.(12), it indicates that each load movement xk of N values is described as a linear 
combination of the m principal orthogonal eigenvectors ( )1 2 ma ,a , ...,a called 
“Eigenloads” in the eigenspace, and represented in this basis by a weight vector of 

1 2( , ... )T
k k k mky y y=Ω (1≤k≤l) (Eq.(13)).  

For the given l load moments: 1 2( , ,.., )N l l× =X = X x x x , there are l corresponding 
representation vectors 1 2( , ... )lΩ Ω Ω , denote them as, 

111 12 1

21 22 2 2
1 2

1 2

...

...
( , ... )

... ... ... ... ...
...

l

l
l

m m ml m

y y y
y y y

y y y

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= = =
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

Ω Ω Ω Ω

y
y

y

     (14) 

Where ( )T
ik iy −Ψk= a x  

In the matrix of Ω= (Ω1, Ω2…Ωl), each row vector yi= (yi1, yi2… yil) denotes respective 
presentation weights of the l load movements with respect to one “Eigenload” ai (1≤ i ≤m).  
From Eq.(12) that 

1

ˆ
m

i ik
i

y
=

= +∑kx a Ψ (1≤k≤l), when use the average vector Ψ of X and 
the m “Eigenload” (a1,a2…am) to forecast its subsequent annual load movement ˆ l+1x  with  
N monthly (average) load values in the next N coming months, obviously, we should get its 
representation weights Ωl+1 with respect to the m “Eigenload” (a1, a2…am). However, the 
subsequent annual load movement ˆ l+1x is unavailable, we can NOT directly get its 
representation weight vector 1 1 1 2 1 1( , ... )T

l l l mly y y+ + + +=Ω by the formulation of 
1 ( )T

il iy + −Ψl+1= a x  (Eq.(13), Eq.(14)). 
We now propose one solution by using the polynomial curve fitting method [25] to estimate 
the representation weights Ωl+1 for its subsequent annual load movement ˆ l+1x with respect 
to the m “Eigenload” (a1, a2…am), which are generated by its previous load movements. 
That is, for each row vector yi= (yi1, yi2… yil) in the matrix of Ω (Eq.(14)), we find a 
polynomial of degree n with coefficients pi= (pi0, pi1…pin) that fits the data k= (1, 2…l) to 
yi= (yi1, yi2… yil) in a least squares sense,  

1
1 1 0ˆ ˆ ( , ) ...n n

ik i in in i iy y k p k p k p k p−
−= = + + + +ip (1≤k≤l, 1≤i≤m)   (15) 

Where, ˆiky is value of the polynomial of degree n approximated at k for yik. 
With the found coefficients pi= (pi0, pi1…pin) of a polynomial of degree n for fitting each 
row vector yi= (yi1, yi2… yil) in the matrix of Ω, from Eq.(15), we can estimate the 
representation weight vector 1l+Ω for its subsequent annual load movement ˆ l+1x with 
respect to the m “Eigenload” (a1, a2…am) by, 

                  1 1 1 2 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ... )T

l l l mly y y+ + + +=Ω           (16) 
Where, 1

1 1 1 0ˆ ˆ ( , 1) ( 1) ( 1) ... ( 1)n n
il i in in i iy y l p l p l p l p−

+ −= + = + + + + + + +ip (1≤i≤m) 
From Eq.(12), with the estimated weight vector 1

ˆ
l+Ω (Eq.(16)) for its subsequent annual 

load movement ˆ l+1x with respect to the m “Eigenload” (a1,a2…am), we can forecast its 
subsequent load movement ˆ l+1x with N(N=12)monthly load values at the next N coming 
months by, 

1
1

ˆ ˆ
m

i il
i

y +
=

= +∑l+1x a Ψ       (17) 
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4. Experimental Result 
 
Experimental data include 4 annual load demands (electricity sales, 108 kWh) of State Grid 
Corporation of China (SG) [24] and five branches - North Branch, East-North Branch, East 
Branch, Central Branch, and Western-North Branch from 2004 to 2007. It should be noted 
that the “load demand” is usually in terms of MW(103kW), and the “energy (electricity) 
demand” is often in terms of MWh (103kW.hour). Numerically, in one hour, the (average) 
energy (electricity) demand equals the load demand. For the convenient expression, in the 
following, we use the records of electricity demands (108 kWh) of the State Grid 
Corporation of China (SG) as the experimental data for the load demand evaluation and 
forecasting. 
 
4.1. Yearly Load Demand Evaluation 
 
The previous 3 annual electric load demands (electricity demands, 108 kWh) of State Grid 
Corporation of China (SG) and its five branches from 2004 to 2006 are used for yearly load 
demand evaluation. Table 1 lists annual load demands of State Grid Corporation of China 
(SG) form 2004 to 2006.  
Table 1: Annual Electric Load Demands (Electricity demands, 108 kWh) of SG from 2004 

to 2006. 
Month 2004 2005 2006 

1 957.51 1191.11 1301.64 
2 994.36 1006.19 1188.16 
3 1042.25 1182.84 1343.37 
4 1038.42 1194.36 1358.72 
5 1011.06 1167.37 1353.88
6 1048.72 1223.72 1437.06 

7 1116.60 1306.78 1536.26 

8 1174.77 1333.89 1626.67 

9 1114.89 1262.52 1503.04 

10 1080.25 1197.01 1432.05 

11 1108.19 1237.58 1472.78 

12 1146.78 1340.88 1564.19 

For each of SG and its five branches, each one yearly load demand xk (k=1, 2, 3) of N 
(N=12) monthly load values is a time series and denoted as one vector. 

1 2 3( , , )N l× =X = X x x x (l=3) of three annual load demands are used to build the called 
“Eigenload model” (Eq.(12)) for the load demand evaluation. Note that where, k=1, 2, 3 
correspond to the years from 2004 to 2006.  
Figs.2-4 display evaluation results with setting of m=1 for the 3 annual load demands of SG 
and its five braches from 2004 to 2006, respectively. Figs.5-7 display evaluation results 
with setting of m=2 for the 3 annual load demands of SG and its five braches from 2004 to 
2006, respectively.  
In Figs.2-7, it is shown that for each of SG and its five branches, each one yearly load 
demand(electricity demands) xk (k=1, 2, 3, correspond to the years from 2004 to 2006), is 
well evaluated (described) by a linear combination of its few m (m=1, 2) principal 
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orthogonal eigenvectors ( )1 2 ma ,a , ...,a called “Eigenloads” and the average vector Ψ of 
X (Eq.(12)).  

 
 

 
Fig.2: Plot of evaluation results for 3 annual electric load demands (electricity demands, 

108 kWh) of State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and SG North Brach form 2004 to 2006 
(m=1), respecitvely. 
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Fig.3: Plot of evaluation results for 3 annual electric load demands (electricity demands, 

108 kWh) of SG East-North Brach and SG East Brach form 2004 to 2006 (m=1), 
respecitvely. 
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Fig.4: Plot of evaluation results for 3 annual electric load demands(electricity demands, 108 

kWh) of SG Central Brach and SG Western-North Brach form 2004 to 2006 (m=1), 
respecitvely. 
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Fig.5: Plot of evaluation results for 3 annual electric load demands (electricity demands, 

108 kWh) of State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and SG North Brach form 2004 to 2006 
(m=2) , respecitvely. 
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Fig.6: Plot of evaluation results for 3 annual electric load demands (electricity demands, 

108 kWh) of SG East-North Brach and SG East Brach form 2004 to 2006 (m=2) , 
respecitvely. 
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Fig.7: Plot of evaluation results for 3 annual electric load demands (electricity demands, 
108 kWh) of SG Central Brach and SG Western-North Brach form 2004 to 2006 (m=2), 

respecitvely. 
 

4.2. Yearly Load Demand Forecast 
 

In the load demand(electricity demands) evaluation , it is shown that for each of State 
Grid Corporation of China(SG) and its five branches, each one yearly load demand is well 
described by a linear combination of its few m (m=1, 2) “Eigenloads”and the average 
vector. 

For each of SG and its five branches, based on the “Eigenloads” generated by its 
previous 3 annual load demands 1 2 3( , , )X = x x x , we now employ the proposed 
“Eigenload” forecast model (Eq.(17)) to forecast its next annual load demand 4x̂  with N 
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(N=12) monthly load values in 2007. Each forecast is of N-step-length (N=12). Where, k=1, 
2, 3 correspond to the years from 2004 to 2006, and k=4 denotes the year 2007. 

Under different settings with (m=1, 2; n=1)(Eqs.(14)-(17)), forecast results of annual 
load demands for each of SG and its five branches in 2007 are displayed in Figs.8-9 and 
Figs.10-11, respectively. Table2 lists the forecast results of annual load demand for SG in 
2007 with the different settings. 

 
Table 2: Forecast results of annual electric load (electricity demands, 108 kWh) demand of 

State Grid Corporation of China (SG) in 2007. 
 Chinese State Grid Corporation(SG), 2007 

Month Actual Load Forecast 
(m=1,n=1) 

Forecast 
(m=2,n=1) 

1 1629.25 1485.72 1494.22 

2 1303.43 1263.62 1256.70 

3 1483.35 1489.41 1490.61 

4 1583.90 1515.57 1517.47 

5 1594.30 1519.26 1520.26 

6 1668.29 1623.91 1624.84 

7 1771.49 1738.43 1739.54 

8 1866.88 1833.61 1830.34 

9 1722.42 1683.37 1681.63 

10 1647.14 1591.48 1588.24 

11 1694.33 1639.98 1637.44 

12 1777.11 1766.44 1768.03 

 

 
Fig.8. Forecast results for the electric load demands(electricity demands, 108 kWh) of SG 
and North Branch, East-North Branch in 2007 by the Eigenload model based on previous 

years of 2004-2006 with (m=1,n=1). 
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Fig.9. Forecast results for the electric load demands(electricity demands, 108 kWh) of SG 
East Branch, Central Branch and Western-North Branch in 2007 by the Eigenload model 

based on previous years of 2004-2006 with (m=1,n=1)  

 

Fig.10. Forecast results for the electric load demands(electricity demands, 108 kWh) of SG 
and North Branch, East-North Branch in 2007 by the Eigenload model based on previous 

years of 2004-2006 with (m=2,n=1). 
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Fig.11 Forecast results for the electric load demands(electricity demands, 108 kWh) of SG 
East Branch, Central Branch and Western-North Branch in 2007 by the Eigenload model 

based on previous years of 2004-2006 with (m=2,n=1). 
 
5. Result Analysis and Discussion  
 
The proposed “Eigenload” model (Eq.(12)) has been applied to annual load demand 
evaluations for State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and five branches -North Branch, 
East-North Branch, East Branch, Central Branch, and Western-North Branch from 2004 to 
2006. For each of SG and its five branches, each one yearly load demand xk (k=1, 2, 3, 
correspond to the years from 2004 to 2006) with N (N=12) monthly load values, is a time 
series and denoted as one vector. 1 2 3( , , )X = x x x of three annual load demands are used 
to build the “Eigenload model” (Eq.(12)) for the load demand evaluation. It is demonstrated 
in Figs.2-11 that for each of SG and its five branches, each one yearly load demand xk (k=1, 
2, 3), is well evaluated (described) by a linear combination of its few m (m=1, 2) principal 
orthogonal eigenvectors ( )1 2 ma ,a , ...,a  called “Eigenloads” and the average vector Ψ of 
X. 

For each of SG and its five branches, based on the “Eignloads” generated by its 
previous 3 annual load demands X=(x1, x2, x3), the “Eigenload” forecast model (Eq.(17)) is 
employed to forecast its next annual load demand 4x̂  with N (N=12) monthly load values 
in 2007. Each forecast is of N-step-length (N=12). Where, k=4 denotes the year 2007.  

For each of State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and its five Branches in 2007, 
Table 3 lists correlation coefficients and errors in terms of RMSE (root mean square 
error, known as standard error σ) between actual load demand(x4) and its forecast 
result ( 4x̂ ), and ratio (percent) of RMSE to mean of actual load demand. 
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Table3: Correlation coefficients and RMSE between actual load demands and forecast 
results for SG and branches in 2007 by employing the Eigenload model 

Forecast Result in 2007 Correlation 
Coefficients 

RMSE 
(σ) 

Percent 
(RMSE/Mean) 

State Grid Corp., China 
(m=1,n=2) 97.39% 56.265 3.420% 

North Branch 
(m=1,n=2) 95.55% 15.147 3.375% 

 East-North Branch 
(m=1,n=2) 96.79% 2.677  1.620% 

East Branch 
(m=1,n=1) 94.20% 22.919 4.366% 

Central Branch 
(m=1,n=2) 93.80% 13.305 3.749% 

Western-North Branch 
(m=2,n=1) 91.86% 5.6729 3.520% 

 
The proposed Eigenload model(Eq.(12), Eq.(17)) for the load demand evaluation and 
forecasting, only involves the previous load data itself, however, many presented methods 
for the load forecast usually use some of other parameters[1,2,3], such as time, temperature, 
light intensity, wind speed, humidity, season, day type(workday, weekend) and hour of the 
day, etc. So, we provide a comparison of the proposed Eigenload model with the classical 
autoregressive (AR) model [2,3]. In the AR model, the load is assumed to be a linear 
combination of previous loads. The AR model is used to model the load profile [2], which 
is given by the authors of [16] as, 

1

ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
n

i
i

L k a L k i e k
=

= − − +∑   (18) 

Where, ˆ( )L k  is the predicted load at time k, and ( )e k is a random load disturbance. The 
AR model (Eq.(18)) is of order n. The unknown coefficients ai  are estimated with the least-
squares algorithm. 

For the same tasks of forecasts of N-step-length (N=12) that for each of SG and its five 
branches, based on its previous 3 annual load demands to forecast its annual load demand 
in 2007, Table 4 list errors in terms of RMSE (the standard error σ) between the actual 
load demand and forecast result and percent (ratio) of RMSE to mean of actual load 
demand by employing the two models. 

 
Table4: Errors in terms of RMSE between actual load demands and forecast results for 

State Grid Corporation of China and its five branches in 2007. 
 

Forecast Result in 2007 
The Proposed  

Eigenload Model 
The AR Model 

(optimal order n) (range: >=2) 
σ σ/mean σ σ/mean 

State Grid Corp., China 56.265 3.420% 86.673 5.268% 

 North Branch 15.147 3.375% 19.798 4.411% 

 East-North Branch 2.677  1.620% 3.398 2.056% 

East Branch 22.919 4.366% 80.089 15.258% 

 Central Branch 13.305 3.749% 12.241 3.449% 

Western-North Branch 5.173 3.420% 5.237 3.462% 
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In Table4, it is shown that in terms of RMSE between actual load demand and forecast 
result and percent (ratio) of RMSE to mean of actual load demand, the proposed Eigenload 
model performs better than the AR model in the forecast tasks for State Grid Corporation of 
China and its five branches in 2007. 

Table 5 displays correlation coefficients between actual load demands and forecast 
results by the employing the two models. In terms of correlation coefficients (in Table5) 
between the actual load demands and the forecast results for State Grid Corporation of 
China and five branches in 2007, ANOVA (Analysis of variance) statistical test for 
performance between the proposed Eigenload model and the AR model is listed in Table 6. 

 
Table 5: Correlation coefficients between actual load demands and forecast results for 

State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and five Branches in 2007. 
Forecast Result in 2007  The Proposed Eigenload 

Model 
The AR Model 

(optimal order n) (range: >=2) 
State Grid Corp., China 97.39% 88.93% 

 North Branch 95.55% 84.86% 

 East-North Branch 96.79% 90.69% 

East Branch 94.20% 83.52% 

 Central Branch 93.80% 93.04% 

Western-North Branch 91.86% 88.58% 

 
Table 6: ANOVA statistical test for performance of the load movement demand forecasts 

between the proposed Eigenload model and the AR model 
Source of  
Variation 

Sum of  
Squares 

Degree of 
freedom. 

Mean 
Squares 

F P 

Between 0.013313 1 0.013313 15.761 0.0026435 
Within 0.0084468 10 0.00084468   

Total 0.021759 11  
 
In Table6, the very small p-value (significant level) of 0.0026435<<0.01 indicates that the 
proposed Eigenload model is outperforming than the AR model in the forecast tasks for 
State Grid Corporation of China and its 5 branches in 2007. 
6. Conclusion and Future Study 
 
PCA technology views of an object as being a weighted combination of some “basis” 
elements with information loss as little as possible in the mean-square sense. It exhibits 
vital importance in a variety of applications, and the eigenface is a typical one. The PCA 
approach may discovery the most effective structure in low dimensions by decomposing the 
data structure into orthogonal components. In this study, we employ the PCA in creating 
eigenvectors and using them for annual electric load movement evaluation and forecasting.  

(1) Introduce a called Eigenload model for describing the yearly load movement based 
on the PCA. That is, given a set of l vectors of annual load moments where each 
vector denotes one yearly load movement, project each load movement onto the 
eigenspace and describe it by a linear combination of the m principal orthogonal 
eigenvectors in the eigenspace. The m basis components are called “Eigenloads” for 
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they are eigenvectors and each load movement is described in this basis. Based on 
the called “Eigenloads”, an Eigenload model for annual load movement evaluation 
(Eq.(12)) is presented.  

(2) Propose a forecast method (Eq.(17)) employing the Eigenload model incorporated 
with the polynomial curve fitting. The forecast method employs the polynomial 
curve fitting algorithm to estimate its subsequent representation weights with 
respect to the “Eigenloads” generated by previous load demands. With the estimated 
subsequent representation weights with respect to the “Eigenloads”, the subsequent 
movement of the annual load can be then predicted. 

(3) Show workability and effectiveness of the proposed. It is shown that for each of 
State Grid Corporation of China (SG) and its five branches, each one yearly load 
demand can be well evaluated (Eq.(12)) by a linear combination of its few m 
principal orthogonal eigenvectors called “Eigenloads”. For each of SG and its five 
branches, based on the “Eigenloads” generated by its previous 3 annual load 
demands, we employ the proposed Eigenload model ((Eq.(17))) to forecast its future 
annual load demand. It is manifested that the proposed forecast method yields 
satisfying results, which agree well with their actual load demand movements. 
Analysis of the results indicates that the proposed Eigenload model is outperforming 
than the classical autoregressive (AR) model on the forecast tasks. 

(4) Only the load data itself (its previous data) is used in the proposed method, and 
other parameters are not directly involved, thus being concise with well 
effectiveness may be the major advantage of the proposed PCA-based model. 

However, many presented methods for the load forecast usually use some of other 
parameters[1-3,18,19], such as time, temperature, light intensity, wind speed, humidity, 
season, day type(workday, weekend) and hour of the day, etc. To further extend and 
improve the proposed Eigenload model for the load analysis is still included in our future 
work: 

(1) In current state of the proposed model, it could not treat well with the special 
situations, such as extreme weather conditions, which may be considerably 
emphasized in our future study. 

(2) Towards hybrid methods with other analyze techniques, may be also a 
consideration. 
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